- SA Poll of the Month: answer this month’s question here -

News and Announcement
[SATC]:

July SATC Telecon—Details to be announced soon.

[ICES]:

Detailed Program for the 42nd ICES is now available.

[ICES]:

July 15-19: the 42nd ICES at Hilton San Diego Resort and Spa, San Diego, California, USA.
Space Architecture session is ICES 502. More details can be found on the spacearchitect.org.

[AIAA Space]: Proposal for a Space Architecture Panel Session accepted.
[AIAA Space]: Preliminary Program for the SPACE 2012 is now available.

Other events of interest:
Copenhagen Suborbitals’ rocket & capsule getting ready for testing in July.

mailing list highlights:
An insider perspective on the process of technical reviews.
How the new AIAA event model might affect us.
Comments on the Hab Volume Survey by NASA human factors division.

Poll of the Month
June 2012 Poll Results
Over half of all survey participants (57.9%) considered that a
Lunar/Mars outpost project would be the closest to the "dream"
space architecture project that one could hope to work for. It is
significantly more popular than other notable options such as
interplanetary vehicle, next-gen space station or space hotel.
The result seems to suggest that the dream of building on
another world captures the most of our imagination.

If you would like to discuss or comment on this topic, you can
start an email discussion thread here.

July 2012 Question:
“As the current SATC Ten Year Plan (2002-2012) is due to
expire by the end of this year, what emphasis would you
like to see in the next Ten Year Plan?”



Status Quo: maintain the current level of supports to
the major space conferences and organised events.



Do More, Try More: more outreach and crossovers with
other space disciplines as well as conventional
architecture communities (e.g. AIA, RIBA, and
architecture schools). More media/PR exposure.



Do Less, but Bigger: a follow up to Out of this World?,
a space architecture design expo? or something else that
is bold and ambitious, which could help define and
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promote the space architecture community.



Other

While it may be tempting to choose "all of the above" or something similar as an answer. Please consider that
an emphasis of all is the equivalent to an emphasis of none. A clear preference would certainly give a more
indicative outcome.

Please answer the poll question here.
You can also start an email discussion thread to discuss or comment on this topic here.

Theme of the Month

Jeff Hoffman talked to a group of ISU students about his space walk experience. Photo by David Wong
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